The Neighborhood Pharmacy, Some Eight Decades Ago, Was the Cornerstone of the Urban Community; and When All else Failed (As Did So Many Retail Enterprises in the Depression Year of 1933, Including the Local Bank), the Pharmacy—Called the Corner Drugstore—Stood as a Fortress Against All Adversity, a Steadfast Reminder That Some Things in Life Do Not Change. Other Retail Stores, the Survivors of the Economic Decline, Occupied Sundry Positions on the Street but the Corner, Approachable from Two Streets, Seemed to Have Been Expressly Reserved for the Drugstore (in 1933, the Word, Drug, Carried a More Restricted, More Benvolent Meaning).

The Functions of the Neighborhood Drugstore Were at Least Five in Number: First, to Fill All of the Prescriptions, Written in Strange Latin Abbreviations, Brought With Trembling Hands by Neighborhood People. Second, to Provide Answers to Profound Questions About the Intimate Details of Health and Disease; (It Should Be Remembered That the Pharmacist Was Always Called, “Doc.”) Third, to Provide, in Stealth, Medically-Related Items to Selected Adults, but Only Those Who Were Trustworthy, Items such as Condoms or Spermicidal Douches. Fourth, to Offer Access to a Public Telephone Booth Within the Drugstore for the Neighborhood Community, Most of Whom Were Without Home-Based Telephones. And Lastly, to Provide a Congenial Meeting Place for the Neighborhood Youth, a Joyous Venue Called the Drugstore Counter Where Young People Might Convene for Such Spirited Endeavors as Sharing an Ice-Cream Soda or Banana-Split. It Was a Convenient Venue Before the Roadside Taverns Had Been Invented.

The Drugstore Created a Mutually Appreciated Geographic Locus for the Community. When One Uttered, “Meet Me at the Drugstore,” There Was No Ambiguity, No Doubt as to Where the Meeting Should Take Place.

The Drugstore, Then, Was Much More than a Mercantile Contrivance for Pharmaceuticals. In a Time of Instability, the Drugstore Remained a Stable Entity, the Community’s Emotional Center. The Drugstore Was, in the Words of Marcus Aurelius (121 – 180, CE), “Like a Promontory of the Sea, Against Which, Though the Waves Beat Continually, Yet It Both Itself Stands, and About It Are Those Swelling Waves Stilled and Quieted.” It Was an Intensely Important Community Resource That Offered Life-Saving Medications, Common Hygienic Products, Carbonated Drinks; and Most of All, Earnest Advice.

And the Role of the Pharmacist (Then Called the Druggist)? The Druggist—Almost All Were Middle-Aged Males—Was College-Educated with a Prominently Displayed Diploma Suspended Above the Counter. Typically, He Was Bilingual; Speaking Italian in Italian-Speaking Neighborhoods; and in the Jewish Neighborhoods, a Vernacular Yiddish.

The Nature of Street-Level Mercantilism Has Changed Drastically Since World War II. Stores, That Had Once Confined Themselves to a Narrowly Defined Domain of the Retail Market, Have Now Expanded Indiscriminately, Invading the Precincts of Other Retail Stores. And Thus the Butcher Shop Sells Fruits and Vegetables as Well as Meat; the Former Candy Store Has Become an Emporium Vending Everything from Nostums to Containers of Milk; and the Drugstore, No Longer Identifying Itself as the Neighborhood Pharmacy, Has Foresworn Its Role as the Intimate Neighborhood Drugstore and Has Lost Its Human Identity Becoming But One of Many Nationwide Department Stores Selling Everything Imaginable from Cosmetics to Artisanal Wines to Christmas Trees; and, Incidentally, Prescription-Based Pharmaceuticals.

And the Soda Counters of the Old Drug Stores, Selling Alcohol-Free Fluids to Youngsters Newly Learning the Time-Worn Intricacies of Social Dating? The Counters With Their Circular Stools, Have Largely Disappeared, While the Social Behavior of the Late-Adolescent Population Has Similarly Been Transfigured in Ways Not Fully Understood.

Nostalgia for the “Old Neighborhood Stores,” Quaint Perhaps in Their Rotogravure Reminiscences, Is Merely Another Subterfuge for a Reluctance to Accept the Fundamental Changes That Have Transformed the World of Retail Commerce. The Mom and Pop Stores, Embellished and Preserved in Novelty, Have Been Replaced by Transnational Enterprises Repeated Endlessly in American Shopping Malls and in Countless Urban Centers of the World. Citizens of Moscow and Many Other Global Villages Now Know MacDonald’s As Well as Do the Children of the Kansas Prairies.

Both the Retail Establishments of America and Even Its Language Have Become Global. There Is a Current Story of a Tourist from New York Visiting China. She Feels Isolated as She Travels in a Chinese Train. In Her Reveries, She Sneezes; and a Stranger Sitting Next to Her Exclaims, “Gesundheit!” And the Woman Replies: “Oh, I’m So Happy to Hear English Spoken!”
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